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Note:  See Example Floor Plan 
 
 

Floor Plan Element      Content 
 

What Does It Mean To Be Human? 
Interactive kiosk and introductory panel 

 

Thematic question of the exhibition: An invitation to visitors to record their 
thoughts & ideas on a display panel and at a computer kiosk, which is registered in 
the Smithsonian’s website archive of answers received online and in the exhibition, 
available for all to see. 

 
 

Humans Evolved in a Changing World 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Timeline of Human Evolution 

Drying, cooling, and fluctuation: Earth’s climate has fluctuated between warm and 
cool, moist and dry. Climate fluctuations posed hardships to early humans seeking 
food, shelter, and other resources. Any new traits that helped meet these basic needs 
increased our ancestor’s chances of survival. Notice how walking upright, making 
tools, eating new foods, brain enlargement, new technologies, shifts in social life, and 
early symbolic artifacts emerged over a 6-million-year period of increasing fluctuation 
in environment. Our species, Homo sapiens, evolved during the most dramatic 
fluctuations of all. How do we know climates changed? 

What makes us unique? This panel introduces the rich mosaic of physical features and 
behaviors that distinguish humans as a species from all other organisms.  

Evidence of Early Human Evolution 
Panel and interactive kiosk 

 

One tree, many branches:  As early humans evolved, four major groups emerged.  
Each group includes several distinct branches, or species. For much of the 6 million 
years of human evolution, more than one species lived on Earth. Over time, most of 
these species became extinct. Our own species, Homo sapiens, is the lone survivor. 
How do we know the age of fossils? 

Five touchable, rotatable skull replicas: Compare five skulls. See how the size and 
shape of the face and braincase changed. How do we know humans evolved?  Fossils 
like these provide evidence that modern humans evolved from earlier humans. These 
skulls record changes in features such as the size and shape of the face and braincase. 
Other fossils show changes to the entire skeleton over the past 6 million years.  
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Human Evolutionary Tree 

Interactive kiosk 
 

 
Visitors select from a menu of three activities: (1) Compare modern humans with 
early humans. (2) How to tell one species from another. (3) Compare evolutionary 
trees. 
 

 
 

Our Primate Heritage 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
How are you related to other living things?  Due to billions of years of evolution, 
humans share genes with all living organisms. The percentage of genes, or DNA, that 
organisms share records their similarities. We share more genes with organisms that 
are more closely related to us – those species are called primates.  
How do we know humans are primates? Besides similar anatomy and behavior, there is 
DNA evidence. It confirms that humans are primates and that the distinct ancestors of 
humans and chimpanzees diverged from a common ancestor between 8 and 6 million 
years ago. There is only about a 1.2 percent genetic difference between modern 
humans and chimpanzees throughout much of their genetic code.  
 

The First Steps 
 

 
Earliest walking: The earliest humans climbed trees and walked on the ground. This 
flexibility helped them get around in diverse habitats and cope with changing climates. 
Fossil bones like the ones here record a transition from climbing trees to walking 
upright on a regular basis.  

Lucy skeleton: This 3.2-million-year-old skeleton from Ethiopia, nicknamed Lucy, 
shows the combination of apelike and humanlike features that enabled her species to 
climb trees and also walk on the ground. This flexibility enabled her species to survive 
in a variety of environments.  

Walk in the Footprints of Your Ancestors:  Replica trail of early human footprints 
made in East Africa about 3.6 million years ago. Their size and shape provide 
unmistakable evidence of walking upright.   
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Technology: From Dawn to Innovation 
 

From Stone Tools to Sewing Needles: Tools enabled early humans to obtain new 
foods, alter their surroundings, and survive in many environments. By at least 2.6 
million years ago, early humans were making tools and using them to butcher large 
animals, a significant addition to their diet. For two million years, the human tool kit 
changed very little. Then early humans began using more diverse tools to obtain a 
wider range of foods. After modern humans evolved, technology expanded rapidly. 

 
Body Size and Shape 

 

Bodies adapted to diverse climates and diets: As early humans spread to different 
environments, they evolved body shapes that helped them survive in hot and cold 
climates. Changing diets also led to changes in body shape. The bodies of early 
humans were adapted to very active lifestyles. Their bones were thicker and stronger 
than ours. Around 12,000 years ago, as a result of less physically demanding lifestyles, 
humans evolved bones that were sleeker and weaker.  

Adapting to Diverse Environments 
 

The challenge of surviving in diverse environments shaped the course of human 
evolution. Compare the skeletons of Homo erectus (1.6 million years old) and 
Neanderthal individuals (60,000 – 70,000 years old), who lived in warm and cold 
environments. 

Complex Brains 
 

Complex brains for a complex world: As early humans faced new environmental 
challenges and evolved bigger bodies, they evolved larger and more complex 
brains. Large, complex brains can process and store a lot of information. That was a 
big advantage to early humans in their social interactions and encounters with 
unfamiliar habitats. Over the course of human evolution, brain size tripled. The 
modern human brain is the largest and most complex of any primate’s. 

 
Social Life, Fire, Growing Up 

 

Sharing, gathering at the hearth, building social networks: Sharing and cooking food, 
caring for infants, and building social networks helped our ancestors meet the daily 
challenges of their environments. Over time, early humans began to gather at hearths 
and shelters to eat and socialize. As brains became larger and more complex, growing 
up took longer—requiring more parental care and the protective environment of a 
home. Expanding social networks led, eventually, to the complex social lives of 
modern humans.  
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Neanderthal Sculpture 
 

Learning to survive:  Homo neanderthalensis adult and child 
With an awl, a female Neanderthal pokes holes in an animal hide. She will use strips of 
animal tissue to lace together a loose-fitting garment. Like a modern human child, her 
curious two-year-old learns as he watches. Although stronger and brawnier, 
Neanderthals were like us in many ways. 

 
Language: Creating a World of Symbols 

 

 
Humans express themselves: From pigments to printing presses, symbols changed the 
way humans lived and provided new ways to cope with an unpredictable world.  
Modern humans used color, words, and sound to produce the artifacts seen here. The 
ability to plan, record information, and communicate helped humans survive as 
climates fluctuated strongly. Ultimately, words and symbols led to language and the 
richness of modern human life. Communicating through symbols and color; expressing 
identity; recording information; and creating paintings and figurines. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Humans Change the World 
 

 
A turning point in the history of life: For millions of years all humans, early and 
modern alike, had to find their own food. They spent a large part of each day gathering 
plants and hunting or scavenging animals. Then, within just the past 12,000 years, our 
species, Homo sapiens, made the transition to producing food and changing our 
surroundings. Modern humans have spread to every continent and grown to huge 
numbers. Producing our own food, rather than tracking it down daily, has freed us to 
enrich our lives in many ways—to become artists, inventors, scientists, politicians, and 
more. We have altered the world in ways that benefit us greatly. This transformation 
also has unexpected consequences for other species as well as for ourselves, creating 
new survival challenges. 
  

 
6 Million Years of Human Evolution 

 

Visual collage of 60 of fossil skulls arranged chronologically, labeled with species 
names, geological age, specimen name, and discovery location. Subheadings: 
Fossils of more than 6,000 individuals discovered so far.  More than a dozen species 
identified.  Only our species, Homo sapiens, remains.  

How do we know these fossils represent different species and are part of our 
evolutionary tree? 
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What’s Hot in Human Origins? 

 

 
Latest news and fossil finds: Through ongoing research and discovery, scientists 
continue to expand our knowledge about human origins and raise new questions for 
study. Changeable display panel. 
 

Costs and Benefits of Evolution 

The advantages and the costs of our evolved adaptations:  
Walking upright – Eating meat – Big brains – Ability to speak – Our recent success  
For example, Walking Upright 
Benefits: As environments changed, walking on two legs helped early humans survive 
by making it easier to pick fruits and other food from low-lying branches; freeing 
hands for carrying food, tools, or babies; enabling early humans to appear larger and 
more intimidating; helping early humans cover wide, open landscapes quickly and 
efficiently.  Costs:  Does your back ever hurt? Back pain and other skeletal 
problems are relatively common in modern humans, an unfortunate side effect of 
walking upright. Distributing all our weight on just two limbs can have painful 
consequences. 
 

 
 

Species Reconstructions 
Interactive kiosk 

 
 

 
Meet our early ancestors and cousins: Astonishingly-lifelike, forensically-accurate 
reconstructions of the heads of 8 early human species. Rotatable views and 
information on what is known about the ways of life of these predecessors of our 
species.  

 
Video Stations: Humans as Unique 

Primates, Changing Environment, Making 
Tools, Geographic Dispersal 

 

 
Short videos: How we are similar to and different from other primates: movement, 
brain size/connectivity, social grouping and interaction, language. Ten million 
years of Earth’s changing climate. Demonstration of Stone Age tool making; 
difference between a rock and a stone tool. Dispersal of the human ancestor Homo 
erectus from Africa across Eurasia, 2.0 to 1.5 million years ago. 
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